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Abstract. In this paper we present an application of Bayesian model comparison to the radial
velocity measurements of suspected extra-solar planetary system host star.

The Bayesian methods can be seen as an alternative to the classical statistical tools.
Although these methods are generally well known, their use in astronomy has been
concentrated on few specific areas where parameter space is high dimensional and analysis
is difficult to perform through more conventional ‘frequentist methods’. However, explicit
use of Bayesian tools may reveal important new properties from simpler systems as well.

The inverse solution, of a k-planet radial velocity model ri(ti) = [
∑k

j=1 Kj [cos(νj (t) +
ωj )+ej cos ωj ]]i +γi + εI i + εJ i was calculated with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings 1970). Here r is measured value at time
t while K, ν, ω and e are the radial velocity semi-amplitude, true anomaly, longitude
of pericentre and eccentricity, respectively. Parameter γ is the reference velocity. The
instrument error εI and intrinsic stellar radial velocity activity (‘jitter’) εJ are assumed
to be normally distributed and jitter is kept unfixed.

The actual procedure consists of comparing k-planet model with the given data. Using
this process we get marginal integrals that correspond to the probabilities of each model
with k companions. When the most probable model has been found as a result, the
Markov chains con be used to estimate the joint probability distribution function of the
free parameters.

Because each model consist of k non-interacting planets there is a possibility that
solution – even though statistically the most probable – appears to be physically unlikely.
The dynamical analysis for the solution is done by taking a number of random initial
value sets from the probability distributions. These were then integrated numerically
with Bulirch-Stoer method (Bulirsch & Stoer 1966).

As an successful example of this procedure we found evidence of a new planet, namely
HD 11506 c (Tuomi & Kotiranta 2009).
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